
Arte Hum  
 

Art & Humanism  

 

Art digs deep and everyone’s relation to it remains personal and unique. Art is diverse and universal. 

Art is about being oneself, emotions and encounters. Art connects. Art is life. 

Humanitarian action commits to humanistic values, mobilises resources, efforts and empathy. It 

protects and saves lives. Humanitarian action matters and cares. 

Artists and humanitarians converge and navigate between matter and meaning. Both share and 

pursue the quest of urgency, survival, meaning, beauty and aesthetics through the prism of “being” 

and the paths it takes. 
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www.ar tehum.org  
ArteHum is a Non-Governmental Organization, created in 2019, in the form of a non-profit association governed by statutes and 

subsidiarily by articles 60, according to Swiss Civil Code. It is politically neutral and non-religious. 

 



“Art is the highest 

form of hope” 
- Gerhart Richter 

 
 

 

 

ARTEHUM GOALS 
 

 Protect and encourage artists and vital artistic expression in 

critical situations (humanitarian crisis, natural disaster etc.) 

 Promote and encourage humanistic critical and creative 

reflection in a spirit of equality and collective meaning. 

 Encourage the sharing of artistic creation, experience and 

savoir-faire. 

 Place the human and creative experience at the heart of the 

transmission, the search for survival, recovery and 

stabilisation endeavours. 

YOU ARE… 
An artist 

An international organisation 

A government agency 

A private company 

A foundation 

An education institution 

An art school 

A donor 

An art amateur 

A humanitarian 

A person 

You name it…  

“Artists of life… Artists for life” 

 

Join ARTEHUM 

TOGETHER, LET’S … 
 Share passions and causes to generate ARTEHUM 

INITIATIVES in an open platform. 

 Set up ARTEHUM CENTRES in countries to allow artists and 

fellow human beings to exchange and learn technical skills and 

express talents. 

 Design ARTEHUM WORKSHOPS where different 

“perspectives”, individual-collective, private-public, meet 

through the art prism in your office, your home, your camp. 

 Create an interactive ATLAS of ARTISTS in 

HUMANITARIAN CONTEXTS to document and know more 

about their art and the humanitarian situation they are in. 

 Organise ARTEHUM SPECIAL EVENTS to boost the 

awareness and solidarity through co-creativity. 

 Contribute to the ARTEHUM FUND, a financial facility 

dedicated to investing and supporting artistic creation in 

difficult situations and humanitarian contexts. 


